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ABSTRACT
An expandable medical dilator used for dilating a body opening during or in preparation for the performance of a medical procedure. The dilator comprises an outer wall for positioning against an inner surface of the body opening as the opening is dilated and an inner wall defining an internal lumen for receiving a medical instrument used to perform the medical procedure. The dilator also includes at least one expansion region. In one embodiment, the expansion region extends from the proximal end to the distal end of the dilator. In another embodiment, the expansion region extends from a position along the length of the dilator to the distal end. In either embodiment, the expansion region can include at least one opening or a plurality of spaced perforations.
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The present invention relates to a device for dilating an opening and passageway within a mammalian body, more specifically, the present invention relates to a device that dilates an opening in a mammalian body and internally receives a medical instrument so that the received instrument can pass through the device and be positioned within the body without causing the patient discomfort.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Many medical procedures require that a medical instrument, such as a catheter, be introduced into an opening in the body for various reasons. These procedures may also require that the instrument be advanced through the opening during the procedure. In order to introduce the medical instrument, with the patient experiencing the least possible amount of discomfort, many practitioners attempt to dilate the opening before or during the introduction of the instrument. The devices used to dilate these openings are commonly referred to as dilators. As used herein, the term “opening” includes, but is not limited to, natural openings to body passageways, such as ductal openings in nipples, and surgically created openings.

A conventional dilator is normally sized so that it fits within and can extend through an internal lumen in a medical instrument that needs to be positioned in a body opening. Traditionally, the outer diameter of the dilator is smaller than the inner diameter of the medical instrument so that the dilator can be removed after the opening has been properly dilated and the medical instrument seated. When properly positioned within the medical instrument, a distal (leading) end of the dilator will extend beyond a distal end of the medical instrument so that the dilator enters the body opening first and begins to gradually dilate (expand) the body opening so that it can accept the outer diameter of the medical instrument.

Some conventional dilators are tapered from a proximate (trailing) end or from a point along its length to its distal end for the comfort of the patient. This taper is intended to cause the above-mentioned gradual dilation of the body opening. In these instances, the distal end of the catheter is normally tapered to match the taper of the dilator. This is intended to cause a substantially smooth transition between the distal end of the catheter and a portion of the dilator. As known in the art, the smoother the transition region between the internally positioned dilator and the catheter, the more comfortable the insertion will be for the patient. However, conventional internally positioned dilators cannot create a transition with an externally positioned instrument that is smooth enough that the patient will not feel any discomfort at the transition.

When a conventional catheter and internally positioned dilator are positioned in an area of the body that is very sensitive, such as a nipple during a ductal access procedure, any discontinuity or break in the transition region between the catheter and the internal dilator will cause the patient significant amounts of discomfort. The discomfort caused by the transition region between conventional dilators and catheters can be so significant that the patient will be discouraged from having the procedure performed again. This can lead to serious consequences, especially when the procedure is for diagnostic purposes, such as determining if the patient has precancerous or cancerous cells within her breast ducts or other portions of the body.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An aspect of the present invention relates to a device for comfortably dilating a body opening and, if needed, a portion of a passageway proximate the opening. In one embodiment of the present invention, the device can be used to comfortably dilate an opening of a nipple duct and a portion of a nipple duct proximate the opening before or during a ductal access procedure.

The present invention includes an expandable medical dilator for dilating a body opening during or in preparation for the performance of a medical procedure. The dilator comprises an outer wall for positioning against an inner surface of the body opening as the opening is being dilated and an inner wall defining an internal lumen for receiving a medical instrument being used to perform the medical procedure. The dilator also includes at least one expansion region. In one embodiment, the expansion region extends from the proximal end to the distal end of the dilator. In another embodiment, the expansion region extends from a position along the length of the dilator to the distal end. In either embodiment, the expansion region can include at least one opening or a plurality of spaced perforations.

The present invention also relates to a method of dilating an opening in a body. The method comprises the steps of positioning an expandable dilator within the body through the opening and introducing a medical instrument into an inner lumen of the expandable dilator. The method also includes the steps of expanding a distal end of the dilator and dilating the body opening.

The present invention isolates the transition between the dilator and the inserted instrument from the wall of the opening and/or the lining of the passageway. This isolation prevents the patient from feeling the extreme levels of discomfort associated with the transition regions of conventional dilators and externally applied medical instruments. The dilator according to the present invention also permits larger catheters or catheters with large bulbous heads to be inserted within the body because the transition region is isolated. Larger catheters with larger internal diameters can be beneficial when cell clumps are being collected during procedures such as ductal lavage. These larger catheters will allow for the recovery of large cell clumps and more efficient cell collection in general.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates a dilator according to the present invention positioned within a breast duct;

FIG. 2 illustrates a perspective view of a dilator according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 illustrates a second embodiment of a dilator according to the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a side view of a catheter positioned within an expanded dilator according to the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a perspective view of an expanded dilator according to the present invention with the catheter removed;
FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of the dilator shown in FIG. 5 taken along the line 5-5; FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of an expanded dilator according to the present invention positioned within a breast duct; FIG. 8 illustrates another embodiment of a dilator according to the present invention; FIG. 9 illustrates another embodiment of a dilator according to the present invention; FIG. 10 illustrates another embodiment of a dilator according to the present invention with a stop; FIG. 11 illustrates another embodiment of a dilator according to the present invention positioned within a breast duct; FIGS. 12 and 13 illustrate alternative embodiments of the dilator illustrated in FIG. 11; FIG. 14 is a side view of the dilator illustrated in FIG. 11 including a catheter with an atraumatic end; FIG. 15 is a top view of the dilators illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 11; and FIG. 16 is a side view of an alternative embodiment of a dilator according to the present invention.

FIGS. 17-20 illustrate another embodiment of an externally positioned, expandable dilator.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

As illustrated in the figures, the present invention relates to an expandable medical dilator 10 that is externally positioned about an outer surface of a medical instrument, such as a catheter. The external, expandable dilator 10 isolates and prevents the transition between the dilator and medical instrument from contacting any portion of the patient. The external, expandable dilator 10 according to the present invention allows for a substantially, if not completely, painless dilation (gradual expansion) of a body opening 1 and a body passageway 2.

Body passageways include, but are not limited to, breast ducts, the urethra and blood vessels. As discussed above, body openings referred to herein can include, but are not limited to, natural or surgically created openings in the body. Naturally occurring body openings include, but are not limited to, ductal openings, such as breast duct openings in a nipple, and an opening of a urethra in a penis.

For ease of explanation, the external dilator 10 will be described in conjunction with the introduction of a catheter 5 into a breast duct 2, as shown in FIG. 1, before or during a ductal access procedure, such as ductal lavage, in order to dilate the elastic fibers of the tissue forming the ductal openings within the nipple and the ducts within the breasts. However, the external dilator 10 according to the present invention is not limited to being used with ductal access procedures. Instead, as discussed above, it can be used to dilate any body opening and any natural or artificial passageway within the body.

As shown in FIG. 2, the expandable, external dilator 10 includes an outer wall 12 that contacts the body opening 1 and passageway 2 as the external dilator 10 is introduced into the body opening prior to or during the introduction of the catheter 5. The dilator 10 can have a tapered outer profile that makes its introduction into the opening easier and less painful. The outer wall 12 can taper from a proximal end 14 to a distal end (tip) 16. Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 2, the outer wall 12 can taper from a position 18 along the length of the external dilator 10 to the distal end 16. The taper of the external dilator 10 can be substantially constant from the proximal end 14 or the position 18 to the distal end 16.

The externally positioned dilator 10 has a length of between about 2 cm and about 8 cm. In one embodiment, the length of dilator 10 is between about 3 cm and about 6 cm. In another embodiment, the length of the dilator 10 is about 4 cm. The working distance of the dilator 10 can be less than its length. For example, for a 4 cm long dilator, the working length is about 2 cm.

In another embodiment, shown in FIG. 3, the taper is not constant. Instead, the taper begins at either the proximal end 14 or the position 18 and terminates at a position 19 that is short of the distal end 16. The portion 17 of the external dilator 10 between the position 19 and the distal end 16 can have a substantially constant diameter or a second, steeper taper. In this embodiment, portion 17 can have a length of between about 1 cm and about 4 cm. In another embodiment, portion 17 has a length of about 2 cm. No matter the taper, at least a portion of the external dilator 10 can be expanded so that the internally received catheter 5 can enter proximal end 14 and pass through distal end 16 as discussed below.

In its unexpanded state, the distal end 16 of the catheter 10 has an atraumatic tip 48 as shown in FIG. 2. The atraumatic tip 48 has the tapered shape of a conventional internally positioned dilator or any shape that permits it to be introduced into the body opening without percutaneously entering or otherwise injuring the patient. The unexpanded, distal end 16 of the external dilator 10 is also sized to have the same outer diameter as the distal end of a conventional, internally positioned dilator. For example, the distal end 16 of the dilator 10 has an unexpanded outer diameter of about 0.010 inch at 5 mm and gradually increases to an outer diameter of about 0.035 inch at about 15 mm from the distal end. At about 2 cm from the distal end to the proximal end (4 cm), the tapered outer diameter of the dilator 10 can increase from about 0.035 inch (at 2 cm) to about 0.125 inch (at the proximal portion of the cone).

As shown in FIG. 4, unlike conventional dilators, the externally positioned dilator 10 includes an inner lumen 20 that receives and surrounds a portion of the catheter 5. The lumen 20 is defined by an inner surface 22 that extends between an inner edge 24 of proximal end 14 and an inner edge 26 of proximal end 16. The diameter of the inner lumen 20 at the proximal edge 24 is sized to receive the catheter 5. In one embodiment, the inner diameter at the proximal edge 24 is large enough to receive a conventional catheter. Like the outer surface, the inner sidewall 22 tapers from the proximal edge 24 or a position along the length of the inner sidewall 22 to the distal edge 26 or a position spaced from the distal edge 26. The tapered inner sidewall 22 creates an internally tapered region 28 of the external dilator 10 that begins where the inner lumen 20 begins to taper. The tapered
The inner diameter of the external dilator 10 at the distal edge 26 is essentially negligible when the external dilator 10 is in an unexpanded state as shown in FIG. 2. As the catheter 5 is inserted into the tapered region 28, the tapered region 28 expands and the external dilator 10 assumes an expanded state, as shown in FIG. 4. When this occurs, the internal diameter of the distal end 16 is substantially the same as the outer diameter of the catheter 5. As a result, the outer diameter of the dilator 10 at the distal end 16 is equal to about the sum of the outer diameter of the catheter 5 and the thickness of the dilator wall at the distal end 16. A preferred inner diameter of the expanded lumen 20 at the distal edge 26 is large enough to receive a conventional catheter so that the catheter 5 can expand completely through the external dilator 10 and into the duct. The inner diameter of the lumen 20 will vary with the size of the dilator 10 and the catheter being received.

In order to assume the expanded state illustrated in FIG. 4, the external dilator 10 includes an expansion system having at least one expansion region 52. Each expansion region 52 has at least one longitudinally extending expansion opening 30 and/or at least one tear away (frangible) region 40. The expansion region 52 includes the area occupied by expansion opening(s) 30 and/or the tear away region(s) 40. The expansion system operates to open and expand the dilator 10 and the body opening 1 in response to the introduction and advancement of the catheter 5 within the internal lumen 20 of the dilator 10. The expansion system including the openings 30 and/or the tear away regions 40 cooperate so that the dilator 10 expands to an extent that it can be slid along the catheter 5, peeled away from around the catheter 5 or otherwise removed from within the body after the catheter 5 has been introduced into the body.

As illustrated in FIGS. 2-5, the expansion system 50 includes two longitudinally extending openings 30 (only one shown) that are spaced from each other by 180 degrees. A pair of opposed, circumferentially positioned sidewalls 31 defines each opening 30. The sidewalks 31 extend between the inner sidewall 22 and the outer wall 12 of the dilator 10 so that the dilator 10 can expand as needed. The openings 30 are on opposite sides of the external dilator 10. The openings 30 extend from the distal end 16 to at least the proximal end of the tapered region 28 in order to expand the tapered region 28 in response to the insertion of the catheter 5. The openings 30 can also terminate in the tapered region 28, at a point outside the tapered region 28 at the proximal or extend through the proximal end 14. As shown in FIG. 7, the opening 30 extends from the distal end 16 along the length of the dilator 10 and through the proximal end 14 as discussed below. In alternative embodiments, the external dilator 10 could include three or more openings 30 that are evenly spaced from each other around the circumference of the external dilator 10. For example, when the external dilator 10 includes four openings 30 that are spaced 90 degrees apart from each other around the circumference of the external dilator 10.

As the catheter 5 is introduced into the lumen 20, the sidewalls 31 that define each opening 30 separate and the portion(s) of the external dilator 10 that carry the openings 30 expands into the position shown in FIG. 4. The catheter 5 expands the lumen 20 so that the inner diameter of the proximal edge 24 is substantially the same as the outer diameter of the catheter 5.

In an alternative embodiment shown in FIGS. 8 and 9, the external dilator 10 is similar to that illustrated in FIG. 2. However, in this alternative embodiment, the expansion system 50 includes at least one of the above-mentioned frangible or "tear away" regions 40. The tear away region can be located on one or more sides around the circumference of the dilator 10. The regions can be evenly or randomly spaced relative to each other. Each tear away region 40 includes a row of spaced perforations 42, at least one scored line having a reduced thickness or other known breakable connectors. During the medical operation, as the catheter 5 is advanced through the lumen 20 in the direction of the distal end 16, the external dilator 10 expands and the perforations 42 break along the length of the external dilator 10. As with the other embodiments, the expansion of the external dilator 10 permits the catheter 5 to be positioned within the ducal opening 1 without the patient feeling any discomfort. It is also contemplated that the external dilator 10 could include at least one opening 30 and at least one tear away region 40.

With any of the above-discussed embodiments, when the opening 30 and/or the tear away region 40 extend longitudinally along one side of the dilator 10 and through the proximal end 14, the side of the dilator 10 opposite the opening 30 or tear away region 40 can include a hinge 45 at which the dilator 10 flexes. The hinges can be a function of the flexibility of the material used for the dilator 10 and/or it can include a weakness formed in the internal sidewall of the dilator. The weakness can include a scored inner surface or an area or reduced cross section.

As shown in FIGS. 4 and 10, the externally positioned dilator 10 essentially forms a cocoon around the catheter 5 and expands to different sizes in response to the position of the catheter 5 within the lumen 20. Also, the catheter enveloping function of the dilator 10 prevents the catheter 5 from entering the duct until after the dilator 10 has at least partially dilated the opening 1. As discussed above, the outer diameter of the positioned dilator 10 is greater than the outer diameter of the inserted, internally positioned catheter 5. Additionally, because the catheter 5 is received in the dilator 10, the transition between the distal end of the catheter 5 and the dilator 10 is spaced from the lining of the ductal opening by the walls of the dilator 10. For example, as shown in FIG. 7, the distal end of the catheter 5 is spaced from the lining of the dilated ductal opening 1 and duct 2 as a result of the ductal opening expanding to a size that accommodates the larger diameter of the dilator 10. Therefore, the distal end of the catheters does not contact the sidewalls of the opening 1 or the duct 2 and, the patient does not feel any of the discomfort associated with the transition regions of conventional internal dilators. This is especially true when the catheter 5 and dilator 10 are advanced together to the final depth of the catheter 5 and then the dilator 10 is removed from the duct.

In an alternative embodiment, the expansion system can be active, not passive as discussed above, so that the
dilator 10 can expand at a rate that is different from that at which the dilator 10 expands when the catheter 5 is advanced through lumen 20. Such a system can be advantageous when a body opening needs to be completely dilated before the catheter 5 is positioned within the lumen 20. In this alternative embodiment, the active expansion system includes a powered expansion mechanism (not illustrated) that is operated by a remotely positioned control system. The powered mechanism can include a plurality of linkages that expand the dilator 10. In another embodiment of the active expansion system, the system can include at least one expandable balloon having a central lumen. The central lumen of the balloon includes a substantially rigid bearing surface that is fixedly secured to the interior surface of lumen 20 and through which the catheter 5 can pass. The balloon could be in fluid communication with a controlled air source positioned outside the patient. In this instance, the air would be delivered through conduits extending within the sidewalls of the dilator 10 or along the inner walls of the lumen 20. The air source could include a manual or automatic pump.

In the above-discussed embodiments, the beveled section 104 begins about 2 cm above the distal tip and angles 45 degrees or greater to the distal tip. In a preferred embodiment, the distal end is rounded or beveled to reduce trauma to contact tissue.

The dilator 100, shown in FIG. 12, also includes an internal lumen 120 that receives the catheter 5. The internal lumen 120 extends between the proximal end 114 and an outer surface 107 of the beveled portion 104 that forms an angle 1 with the longitudinal axis of the dilator 100. The internal lumen 120 is defined by at least one internal sidewall 122.

The external dilator 100 can include at least one longitudinal opening 130 that extends along the length of the external dilator 100. In a first embodiment, the opening 130 extends along the entire length of the cylindrical section 106 of the external dilator 100 from a proximal end 119 of the beveled surface 104 through the proximal end 114 of the external dilator 100 as shown in FIG. 12. In this embodiment, the dilator 100 may be sized so that the bulbous end of anatraumatic catheter is smaller than the outer diameter of the dilator 100 but larger than the diameter of the inner lumen 120 so that another, non-concentrically positioned catheter cannot be inserted using the same dilator 100 during the same procedure as shown in FIG. 14.

In a second embodiment shown in FIG. 13, the opening 130 extends along only a portion of the cylindrical portion 106 and the length of the dilator 100. The opening 130 in this second embodiment permits the flexing of the dilator for easy removal from the catheter 5 after the catheter 5 is positioned within the duct. In another embodiment, the dilator 100 includes two or more of the above-mentioned openings 130 that are either evenly or randomly spaced from each other around the circumference of the dilator.

The longitudinal opening(s) 130 allows the dilator 100 to expand in response to the internal positioning of the catheter 5. During the medical procedure, the catheter 5 is inserted into the internal lumen 120 and the opposing sidewalls 132 that define the longitudinal boundaries of the opening 130 separate from each other. As a result, the cylindrical section 106 and the beveled portion 104 expand within the breast duct opening 1 in response to the insertion of the catheter 5. The expansion of the dilator 100 causes the breast duct opening 1 to dilate. When this occurs, the internally located catheter 5 is positioned within the ductal opening 1 and spaced from the walls of the duct so that the transition between the catheter 5 and the dilator 100 does not contact the internal lining of the ductal opening 1 and cause the patient any discomfort.

In an alternate embodiment shown in FIG. 16, the external dilator 100 is similar to that illustrated in FIG. 9. However, in this embodiment, the external dilator 100 does not include at least one opening 130 that permits the dilator 100 to expand. Instead, the external dilator 100 includes at least one tear away region 140. The tear away region 140 includes a row of spaced perforations 142, scored sidewalls with a reduced thickness or other known breakable connectors that extend from the proximal end 114 or a position along the cylindrical portion 106 to the distal end of the cylindrical portion 106 of the distal end 116 of the dilator 100. During the medical operation, as the catheter 5 is advanced through the lumen 120 in the direction of the distal...
end 114, the perforations 142 or scored walls break along the length of the external dilator 100 as the catheter is inserted and the external dilator 100 expands. As with the other embodiments, the expansion of the external dilator 100 opens the duct and permits the catheter 5 to be positioned within the ductal opening 1 without the patient feeling any discomfort.

It is also contemplated that the external dilator 100 could include at least one opening 130 and at least one tear away region 140. As discussed above with respect to the dilator 10, the dilator 100 can include a hinge 145 that extends along the length of the dilator 100 on the opposite side of the dilator 100 from the opening 130 or tear away region 140.

In the above embodiments, the openings 30 and 130 and the tear away regions 40 and 140 permit the expanded dilators 10 and 100 to be slid along the catheter 5, out of the body opening 1 and over the proximal end of the catheter. The tear away regions 40 and 140 also permit the dilator to be torn away from the catheter body removed from the duct without having to slide the dilator over the proximal end of the catheter 5. When the dilator 10, 100 includes more than one tear away zone, the pieces of the dilator can be individually removed from around the catheter and out of the body.

In any of the above-mentioned embodiments, the dilators 10, 100 can each include one or more stabilizing members or wings 60, 160, respectively, proximate their proximal edges 14, 114. Each of the stabilizing members 60, 160 extends away from the sidewalls of its respective dilator cylindrical portions. These stabilizing members 60, 160 extend outward away from the body opening 1 so that the dilator 10, 100 will not fall into the ductal opening. Additionally, an underside of the stabilizing member 60, 160 can include an adhesive for adhering to the body around the nipple so that the dilator 10, 100 will not move relative to the opening 1. In an alternative embodiment shown in FIG. 10, the external surface of either dilator 10, 100 could include a step that acts as a stop member to prevent the dilator from being positioned too far within the duct. The stop also prevents the dilator 10, 100 from falling into or being lost in the duct.

Each of the above-mentioned dilators 10, 100 can be formed of any material such as plastics, metals or any other known material that has sufficient column strength to withstand the force of inserting the dilator within a duct without collapsing and sufficient elasticity to flex in response to the introduction of the catheter 5. For example, a metal such as surgical stainless steel can be used. Metals provide the practitioner with the ability to sterilize and reuse the dilators. Alternatively, the dilator could be disposable. In this case, it would be formed of a plastic such as F.E.P. Teflon, polycarbonate, polypropylene, or other known materials.

The present invention also includes a method of inserting the catheter 5 into the duct using one of the above-discussed dilators 10, 100. For exemplary purposes, the method will be discussed as it relates to a catheter 5 with an atraumatic head 8 being introduced into the duct 2 using the dilator 100. The catheter 5 is disclosed in copending U.S. Provisional Patent Application to Hung entitled “Medical Instrument with an Atraumatic End” which is hereby incorporated by reference.

The nipple is aspirated to determine the location of the fluid producing duct(s). The dilator 100 is positioned over one of the identified ducts and the distal end 116 of the dilator is introduced into the duct. If the dilator 100 includes the guide member 118, then the guide member 118 is first positioned within the duct. As the dilator 100 is gradually advanced into the duct, it dilates the opening to the duct as well as the sidewall lining of the duct 2 itself. When the dilator 100 has been fully inserted, its stabilizing members 160 or the stop member 65 prevent it from going further into the duct than intended.

The catheter 5 can be positioned in the dilator 100 before the dilator 100 is fully seated in the nipple or after it is fully seated. However, when the expandable dilator 10 is used, it may be advantageous to insert the catheter into the dilator 10 after the expanding portion of the dilator has been positioned in the duct.

After the catheter has been deployed into the duct, the dilator 100 is removed from within the duct. However, it is possible to leave the dilator 100 in the duct if the dilator 100 will not interfere with the infusion and collection functions of the catheter 5. Also, the inserted dilator 100 may make the removal of the bulbous end of the catheter more comfortable.

When the dilator 100 is removed, it can be slid up the catheter 5 in the direction of the proximal end 114 and either removed over the proximal end 114 or retained in the vicinity of the proximal end 114 by a connector (adhesive sided material)), it can be slid up the catheter 5 and then torn off the catheter 5, it can be slid up the catheter 5 and torn simultaneously or it can be torn and removed from pieces from within the duct. In an alternative embodiment, the dilator 100 can be an integral sliding outer sleeve of the catheter 5 that is secured to the catheter 5 at the proximal end 114 by a flexible connection. In this embodiment, the dilator 100 would merely be slid up the catheter 5 and either partially or completely out of the duct.

In another embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 17-20, the dilator 200 can be rotated or otherwise moved from a closed state to an open state. A central portion 210 of the dilator 200 is formed of a mesh or other material that can be rotated from a first orientation to a second orientation. In the first orientation, the mesh assumes a rotationally collapsed state. As a result, it forms a substantially rigid, closed column as shown in FIG. 17. After the dilator 200 has been inserted into the body orifice and seated, it can be actuated to an expanded state as shown in FIGS. 18 and 19. This is accomplished when the proximal portion of the dilator is rotated and the mesh expands and assumes an expanded column with an open internal lumen. In other embodiments, other portions of the dilator 200 can be rotated to expand the wound mesh. After the procedure using the dilator 200 is performed, the dilator 200 can be rotated back to its closed state and removed from body. This reduced size of the dilator 200 helps to eliminate injuries during removal. In its collapsed form, the dilator 200 forms a flexible dilator that can be used to cannulate and dilate narrow and curved body portions. Additionally, depending on the materials used, the dilator 200 could be used to convey fluids into and out of the body (FIGS. 19 and 20).

Although the foregoing invention has been described in detail by way of illustration and example for
purposes of clarity of understanding, it will be readily apparent in light of the teachings of this invention that certain changes and modifications may be made thereto without departing from the spirit or scope of the appended claims.

1. An expandable medical dilator for dilating a breast duct during or in preparation for the performance of a medical procedure, said dilator sized for entry into a mammary duct, open and comprising an outer wall for positioning against an inner surface of the breast duct as the duct is being dilated, an inner wall defining an internal lumen for receiving a medical instrument being used to perform the medical procedure, said inner lumen and at least one expansion region.

2. The expandable dilator according to claim 1 wherein said dilator comprises a proximal end and distal end, and said outer wall tapers from a position along the length of the dilator to the distal end.

3. The expandable dilator according to claim 2 wherein said at least one expansion region extends along at least a portion of the length of said dilator.

4. The expandable dilator according to claim 3 wherein each expansion region is defined by at least one opening in said dilator, said at least one opening being defined by opposing wall surfaces that extend between said inner wall and said outer wall.

5. The expandable dilator according to claim 3 wherein each expansion region includes at least one tear away region.

6. The expandable dilator according to claim 5 wherein each tear away region includes a plurality of spaced perforations.

7. The expandable dilator according to claim 4 wherein said at least one opening includes a plurality of openings spaced around the circumference of the dilator.

8. The expandable dilator according to claim 4 wherein said at least one opening extends along the length of said dilator from said proximal end to said distal end.

9. The expandable dilator according to claim 4 wherein said at least one opening extends from a position spaced from said proximal end to said distal end.

10. The expandable dilator according to claim 1 wherein said inner wall tapers from a position along its length to said distal end.

11. The expandable dilator according to claim 1 wherein said distal end has a first outer diameter before the medical instrument is inserted and a second, larger outer diameter after the medical instrument has been introduced at said distal end.

12. The expandable dilator according to claim 1 further including a beveled surface positioning between said proximal end and said distal end.

13. The expandable dilator according to claim 12 wherein a portion of said outer wall defines a substantially cylindrical portion of the dilator, and said beveled surface extends between a distal end of said cylindrical portion and said distal end of said dilator.

14. The expandable dilator according to claim 13 wherein said cylindrical portion includes an expansion region extending along at least a portion of its length.

15. The expandable dilator according to claim 14 wherein said expansion region includes at least one opening defined by opposing wall surfaces that extend between said inner and outer walls.

16. The expandable dilator according to claim 14 wherein said expansion region includes at least one tear away region.

17. The expandable dilator according to claim 16 wherein said tear away region includes a plurality of spaced perforations.

18. The expandable dilator according to claim 14 wherein said expansion region extends along said cylindrical portion from the proximal end of the dilator to the distal end of the cylindrical portion.

19. The expandable dilator according to claim 12 further including a guide member that extends longitudinally away from said distal end.

20. The expandable dilator according to claim 1 further including an expansion region along one side of said internal lumen and a hinge along an opposite side of said internal lumen.

21. The expandable dilator according to claim 1 wherein said dilator further includes a member extending away from a longitudinal axis of the dilator for preventing said dilator from completely entering the breast duct.

22. The expandable dilator according to claim 21 wherein said member includes a wing for securing to a portion of the breast duct.

23. The expandable dilator according to claim 21 wherein said member includes a step along a portion of said outer wall.

24. An expandable dilator for being positioned within a breast duct and internally receiving at least a portion of a medical instrument, said expandable dilator sized for entry into a mammary duct and comprising a proximal end and a distal end, an inner wall defining an inner lumen for receiving the medical instrument, said inner lumen extending between said proximal end and said distal end and having a tapered region that extends from a position along said inner wall to said distal end, and an outer wall having a tapered region that extends from a position along said outer to said distal end; and at least one expansion region extending along at least a portion of the dilator so that the distal end can expand in response to the introduction of the medical instrument.

25. The expandable dilator according to claim 24 further comprising a stop member for preventing the dilator from extending into the body beyond a predetermined distance.

26. The expandable dilator according to claim 24 wherein said expansion region is defined by at least one opening in said dilator, said at least one opening being defined by opposing wall surfaces that extend between said inner wall and said outer wall.

27. The expandable dilator according to claim 26 wherein said at least one opening extends along the length of said dilator from said proximal end to said distal end.

28. The expandable dilator according to claim 26 wherein said at least one opening extends from a position spaced from said proximal end to said distal end.

29. The expandable dilator according to claim 24 wherein said expansion region includes a plurality of expansion regions, each said expansion region including an opening defined by opposing wall surfaces that extend between the inner wall and the outer wall.

30. The expandable dilator according to claim 24 wherein said expansion region includes at least one tear away region.

31. The expandable dilator according to claim 30 wherein each tear away region includes a plurality of spaced perforations.
32. The expandable dilator according to claim 24 wherein said dilator comprises a plurality of expansion regions each including a plurality of spaced perforations.

33. The expandable dilator according to claim 24 wherein said inner wall tapers from a position along its length to said distal end.

34. The expandable dilator according to claim 24 wherein said distal end has a first outer diameter before the medical instrument is inserted and a second, larger outer diameter after the medical instrument has been introduced at said distal end.

35. A medical dilator for positioning within and dilating a breast duct in a body before or during a medical procedure, said medical dilator comprising:

a distal end for positioning within the breast duct and a proximal end opposite said distal end; and

an expansion region extending along at least a portion of said dilator between said proximal end and said distal end, wherein said expansion region expands at least a portion of said dilator as a medical instrument is introduced into said dilator.

36. The medical dilator according to claim 35 further comprising beveled surface extending at an angle to a longitudinal axis of the dilator.

37. The medical dilator according to claim 36 further comprising a cylindrical portion extending between said beveled surface and said proximal end.

38. The medical dilator according to claim 37 wherein said expansion region extends along at least a portion of said cylindrical portion.

39. The medical dilator according to claim 38 wherein said expansion region extends from said proximal end to said beveled surface.

40. The medical dilator according to claim 36 further comprising a guiding member extending from said distal end away from said beveled surface.

41. The medical dilator according to claim 35 wherein each expansion region is defined by at least one opening in said dilator, said at least one opening being defined by opposing wall surfaces that extend between an inner wall that defines a lumen with the dilator and an outer wall.

42. The medical dilator according to claim 35 wherein said expansion region includes a plurality of spaced perforations.

43. The medical dilator according to claim 42 wherein said tear away region includes a plurality of spaced perforations.

44. The medical dilator according to claim 35 wherein said expansion region extends from the proximal end of said dilator to the distal end of said dilator.

45. The medical dilator according to claim 35 wherein the distal end of said dilator has a first outer diameter before the medical instrument is inserted and a second, larger outer diameter after the medical instrument has been introduced at said distal end.

46. The medical dilator according to claim 35 wherein said dilator further includes a member extending away from a longitudinal axis of the dilator for preventing said dilator from completely entering the body.

47. The medical dilator according to claim 46 wherein said member includes a wing for securing to a portion of the body.

48. The medical dilator according to claim 47 wherein said member includes a step along a portion of an outer wall.

49. A method for dilating a breast duct in a body, said method comprising the steps of:

positioning an expandable dilator within a breast duct through an opening;

introducing a medical instrument into an inner lumen of said expandable dilator;

expanding a distal end of said dilator; and

dilating said breast duct.

50. The method according to claim 49 wherein the medical instrument is advanced into the body through the inner lumen of the dilator so that the instrument is free of contact within the body while positioned within said lumen.

51. The method according to claim 49 wherein said step of expanding the distal end includes advancing the medical instrument into a tapered region of the inner lumen.

52. The method according to claim 51 wherein said expanding step includes separating opposing wall surfaces that form an opening along the length of the lumen, said wall surfaces extend between the inner lumen and the outer surface of the dilator.

53. The method according to claim 51 further including the step of removing the dilator from within the body by sliding the dilator in the direction of a proximal end of the medical instrument.

54. The method according to claim 51 wherein said opening step includes tearing a plurality of connections between adjacent perforations along the length of the dilator.

55. The method according to claim 54 wherein said opening step includes tearing a plurality of connections between adjacent perforations along the length of the dilator.

56. The method according to claim 54 further including the step of removing a first portion of the dilator from within the body and then removing a second portion of the dilator from within the body.

57. The method according to claim 49 further including the step of positioning the medical instrument in a breast duct within the body.

* * * * *